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A scenario for use with X-Wing (First Edition) by Fantasy Flight Games

“Stay on target... Stay on target...”
—Davish “Pops” Krail

This scenario aims to recreate the conditions of the 
thrilling climax of Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope, 
the legendary Battle of Yavin.

OBJECTIVES
Rebel Victory: Attack the exhaust port with Proton 
Torpedoes, dealing at least 1 uncanceled damage to 
start an explosive chain reaction that destroys the 
Death Star.

Imperial Victory: If at the start of any End phase the 
Rebels have no Proton Torpedoes to fire, or if the 
countdown ever drops below 1, the Death Star’s super 
laser fires on the Rebel base and the Imperials win.

COUNTDOWN
At the end of the first round of play, the countdown 
will begin by placing an ordinary six-sided die next to 
the play area with its “6” side facing up.
 At the end of each following round, before any 
reinforcements are placed, subtract 1 from the 
countdown (turning the die to 5, then 4, and so on). If 
the countdown is ever reduced below 1, the scenario 
ends in an Imperial victory. The maximum setting for 
the countdown is 6, and excesses do not carry over.
 The Rebels add 1 to the countdown each time 
they destroy an Imperial ship. The Rebels can also 
add to the countdown by destroying power nodes, as 
described later. 

PREPARING THE TERRAIN
Print the 7 trench sheets and the token sheet onto 
cardstock/index paper. Carefully cut out the pieces. 
Use adhesive tape along the backs of the joining edges 
of the trench sheets to create a single trench piece, 
which will be simply called the trench from here on.
 By all means, build more elaborate terrain using 
any materials you prefer. Here are two printable space 
station graphics products to consider:

EZ Battlefields: Starship Attack by Fat Dragon Games:
wargamevault.com/product/108793

Warscapes: Star Base Trench-Run by SkeletonKey 
Games:
wargamevault.com/product/106202

SETUP
1. Place the trench piece and turbolaser tokens on a 

36” x 72” play area as indicated on the map below.
2. The players’ squad selections are revealed 

simultaneously.
3. Starting with the Imperials, the players take turns 

placing the four power node tokens one at a time 
at least Range 2 from the edges of the play area, 
and at least Range 2 from the trench and any 
other power node.

4. Players place their ships in the indicated start zones 
in the usual fashion according to Pilot Skill. The 
Imperials have initiative.

5. Start the Planning phase for the first round.
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SQUAD BUILDING
Players may use any forces they can agree to. This 
section provides four very different schemes for squad 
building that players might consider. 

Banned Cards: Players may find that certain ships, 
upgrades or rules interactions are too easily exploited 
in this scenario, and should establish a list of banned 
cards as needed.

Orders of Battle
This scheme provides complete squads based on the 
lore for the Battle of Yavin.

Rebels:
Garven Dreis + Proton Torpedoes + R5-K6
Wedge Antilles + Proton Torpedoes
Biggs Darklighter + Proton Torpedoes
Red Squadron Pilot + Proton Torpedoes
Luke Skywalker + Proton Torpedoes + R2-D2
Jek Porkins + Proton Torpedoes + R5-D8
Dutch Vander + BTL-A4/Y-Wing + Ion Cannon Turret + 

(2x) Proton Torpedoes
Gold Squadron Pilot + BTL-A4/Y-Wing + Ion Cannon 

Turret + (2x) Proton Torpedoes
Gold Squadron Pilot + BTL-A4/Y-Wing + Ion Cannon 

Turret + (2x) Proton Torpedoes

Rebel Reinforcements:
Han Solo + Assault Missiles + Chewbacca + Gunner + 

Millennium Falcon

Imperials:
Darth Vader + Marksmanship
“Mauler” Mithel + Expose
“Backstabber”
“Dark Curse”
Black Squadron Pilot + Ruthlessness
Black Squadron Pilot + Ruthlessness
Black Squadron Pilot + Predator
Black Squadron Pilot + Marksmanship
Black Squadron Pilot + Expose
Black Squadron Pilot + Outmaneuver

Fateful Showdown
This scheme is intended to help recreate the most 
iconic moments of the Battle of Yavin, while allowing a 
a good amount of flexibility in squad building.

Rebels: The Rebels may spend up to 150 points. The 
squad must include Luke Skywalker (X-Wing 
pilot) with R2-D2 (astromech upgrade). All other 
ships must be Rebel Alliance X-Wings and/or 
Y-Wings. Ships of the Resistance subfaction are 
banned. Proton Torpedoes upgrades are free. In 
addition, at no cost, the Rebels should prepare 
their reinforcement ship: Han Solo (YT-1300 pilot) 
with a Millennium Falcon title and up to 7 points 
of upgrades.

 Imperials: The Imperials may spend up to 125 
points. The squad must include Darth Vader 
(TIE Advanced pilot), and all other ships must be 
Galactic Empire TIE Fighters. Ships of the First 
Order subfaction are banned.

Unlikely Heroes
Use these squad building rules to see how your 
favorite ships might have changed the course of the 
Galactic Civil War.

Rebels: The Rebels may spend up to 150 points. 
Optionally, the Rebels may choose to build a Scum 
squad instead of a Rebel squad (but will still be 
referred to as Rebels in these rules). Additionally, 
the Rebels should spend up to 50 points on 
reinforcement ships.

Imperials: The Imperials may spend up to 125 points.

Open Format
This scheme allows mirror matches and all sorts of 
“what if” mayhem.

Rebels: The Rebels may spend up to 150 points to 
build either a Rebel, Scum or Imperial squad (but 
will still be referred to as Rebels in these rules). 
Additionally, the Rebels should spend up to 50 
points on reinforcement ships.

Imperials: The Imperials may spend up to 125 points 
to build either a Rebel, Scum or Imperial squad 
(but will still be referred to as Imperials in these 
rules).



REBEL REINFORCEMENTS
When the countdown is changed from 2 to 1 for 
the first time, the Rebels may place each of their 
reinforcement ships, one at a time, anywhere in the 
surface zone beyond Range 1 of any other ship in 
either zone. 

IMPERIAL REINFORCEMENTS
Keep a tally of each Imperial ship that is destroyed. 
At the end of each round, the Imperials may call in 
a reinforcement ship to replace one that has been 
destroyed. It costs 1 energy to call in a reinforcement 
ship, and up to 4 reinforcement ships may be placed at 
a time. The Imperials must place these in the surface 
zone within Range 1 of any edge, and at least Range 3 
from any Rebel ships.
 The type of reinforcement ship available is 
determined by rolling 1 attack die and checking the 
result on the table below, and may always count their 
die result as blank. Reinforcements come into play 
without any Upgrade cards.

Faction Reinforcement Ship
Imperials Blank: Obsidian Squadron Pilot

f, d, or c: Black Squadron Pilot
Scum Blank: Binayre Pirate

f, d, or c: Black Sun Soldier
Rebels Blank or f: Rookie Pilot

d or c: Red Squadron Pilot

ZONES
There are two zones for this battle: the surface and 
the trench. During play, a ship must be in one zone or 
the other. All ships start play in the surface zone and 
behave according to the usual game rules, with the 
following exceptions and additions.

Overlapping: If your ship overlaps a ship that is in 
the other zone, treat this as though no overlap had 
occurred. Use a placeholder token for one of the ships 
until they are no longer sharing the same position.

Attacking Zone-to-Zone: Normally it is not possible 
to attack a ship in a different zone. Only Rebel 
reinforcement ships may do this, subject to the 
following conditions:
 You may not attack a ship in another zone if you 
overlap that ship, or if that attack’s line of fire would 
cross a trench edge. When you are able to attack a 
ship in the zone your ship is not in, the defender gains 
1 defense die.

Using Abilities Zone-to-Zone: When using an ability 
that affects or involves a ship in another zone, such as 
stealing or assigning a token, draw an imaginary line 
between the closest points on both ships, just as you 
would when attacking with a primary turret weapon. 
An ability may not be used if that line crosses a trench 
edge between the acting ship and the target, but 
the acting ship may still attempt some other ability 
instead.

Target Locks: Target locks are not broken if ships 
change zones.

Dropped Tokens: Bomb tokens, cargo tokens, and 
other kinds of dropped tokens only affect ships 
within the same zone as the one in which they were 
dropped. (Examples: A proximity mine dropped in the 
trench zone could not be triggered by a ship in the 
surface zone. A proton bomb detonated in the surface 
zone would not damage any ships in the trench zone.) 
If a token is dropped in the trench zone, mark it with a 
token or other indicator as you would for a ship in the 
trench zone.



Trench Zone
A few special conditions apply within the trench zone 
only.

Identification: Ships within the trench zone should be 
indicated by an obvious marker, such by lowering the 
model onto one peg, or any other signal the players 
agree to.

Entering the Trench: Large and huge ships may not 
enter the trench. Small-based ships may enter the 
trench zone under certain conditions. During the 
Perform Action step, if your entire ship’s base is within 
the trench entry zone and not overlapping another 
ship, you may spend an action to enter the trench.
 When a ship enters the trench zone, if its approach 
was reasonably well-executed, or even if its angle is 
badly misaligned (players should be charitable in their 
application of this rule), rotate the ship’s base so that 
its path is parallel to the sides of the trench.

Leaving the Trench: If your ship is in the trench zone, 
after performing a maneuver or making any other 
change in position, regardless of the source of that 
movement, you must check to see if the ship remains 
in the trench zone. If any part of the ship base is 
outside of the trench, the ship immediately returns to 
the surface, receives 1 stress token, and rolls 1 attack 
die, suffering any d or c result.
 If your ship base is entirely within the trench during 
the Perform Action step, you may spend an action to 
return to the surface.
 If a ship executes a Koiogran Turn, Segnor’s Loop or 
Tallon Roll, the ship leaves the trench. If a ship leaves 
the trench zone and this results in an overlap with 
another ship in the surface zone, resolve the overlap 
normally as if the ship had started its maneuver in the 
surface zone.

Military Regulations: If there are 3 or more Rebel 
ships in the trench, and if any of those ships are at 
Range 1-3 of the trench entry cutoff line, no additional 
Rebel ships may enter the trench.
 Likewise, if there are 3 or more Imperial ships in 
the trench, and if any of those ships are at Range 1-3 
of the trench entry cutoff line, no additional Imperial 
ships may enter the trench.

Ship Alignment While in the Trench: While charging 
down the trench, ship bases should always be parallel 
to the walls unless the ship deliberately makes a bank, 
turn, etc. 

Limited Mobility in the Trench: A ship may not 
perform a boost or SLAM action while in the tight 
confines of the trench zone.

Drifting in the Trench: Any ship in the trench may 
perform a free drift action immediately after executing 
a maneuver.
 To perform a drift, place the long edge of a 18 
template flush with either the left or right side of 
your ship base, and not extending beyond its front or 
back edges. Then move the ship backward and fit the 
front guides to the rear of the template. You cannot 
perform this action if it would result in overlapping 
another ship.
 After performing a drift action, you may spend an 
action to gain 1 evade token.

Screening in the Trench: When in the trench, 
defending ships add 1 defense die for every ship the 
attack’s line of fire passes through.

Tractor Beam Interference: Ships in the trench zone 
cannot be assigned tractor beam tokens, and ships 
entering the trench zone remove any tractor beam 
tokens that are currently assigned to them.



EXHAUST PORT
The Rebels’ objective is to deliver a Proton Torpedo 
into the Death Star’s exhaust port. The exhaust port 
may be target locked but may not be assigned any 
other tokens. The exhaust port has no agility but still 
defends with 4 defense dice, and may only be attacked 
and damaged by Proton Torpedoes.

POWER NODES
Before each Planning phase, each functional power 
node provides the Imperials with 2 energy tokens. 
Unspent energy tokens are discarded at the end of 
each round.
 Rebels can attack and destroy power nodes, 
causing chaos for the Imperials and buying time for 
the trench runners.
 Power nodes have a 6 hull points each. They do 
not have pilot skill, agility or shields, and have no 
weapons. They are not obstacles. Power nodes may 
be target locked and may be assigned ion tokens, but 
may not be assigned any other tokens. Each point of 
critical damage a power node receives is converted 
into 2 standard damage instead. When a power node 
is dealt an ion token, it suffers 1 damage.

Destroying Power Nodes
When a power node is destroyed, it will no longer 
produce energy for the Imperials, and the Rebels roll 1 
attack die to determine an additional effect.

Roll Result
Blank Imperials may not place reinforcements this 

round, or you may add 1 to the countdown
f Assign 1 stress token to all Imperial ships,

or you may add 1 to the countdown
d Disable 1 turbolaser at Range 1-3 of this power 

node, or you may add 1 to the countdown
c Choose any other result on this table

TURBOLASERS
These heavy laser emplacements are controlled by 
the Imperials. Turbolasers are not obstacles. Two 
types of turbolasers are used in this mission: surface 
turbolasers and trench turbolasers, according to 
which zones they are found in. These have some 
additional rules govering their use, described later.

Attacking with Turbolasers: Turbolasers attack during 
the Combat phase at Pilot Skill 10, with an Attack 
value of 4. When attacking, a turbolaser may change 1 
of its f results to a d result. A ship doubles its agility 
value (after all other agility modifiers) when defending 
against a turbolaser attack.

Turbolasers Defending: Turbolasers have 10 hull 
points each and can be attacked by Rebel ships. They 
can be target locked and may be assigned ion tokens, 
but may not be assigned any other tokens. Each point 
of critical damage a turbolaser receives is converted 
into 2 standard damage instead. Turbolasers do not 
have agility or shields.

Surface Turbolasers
Each surface turbolaser may attack once per round, 
targeting any Rebel ship in the surface zone at Range 
2-3. Surface turbolaser attacks are subject to range 
combat bonuses. To attack with a surface turbolaser, 
the Imperials must spend 1 energy.

Trench Turbolaser Array
The turbolasers within the trench zone are linked 
into an array, and when the array is activated, each of 
these guns will fire automatically at each ship within 
their arcs of fire indicated on the trench sheets.
 To attack with the turbolaser array, the Imperials 
must first spend 3 energy to activate the array. 
When the array is activated, the Imperials choose 
a functional turbolaser within the trench zone and 
resolve 1 attack against each ship within its printed 
firing arc, in any order the Imperials choose. Then 
the Imperials select another turbolaser in the array, 
continuing until all trench turbolasers have attacked.
 Trench turbolaser attacks are not subject to range 
combat bonuses.



ROUND ORDER SUMMARY
Use this revised round order as a reminder of 
additional routine events in this scenario.

1. The Imperials gain 2 energy tokens for every 
functional power node.

2. Planning phase.
3. Activation phase.
4. Combat Phase. Turbolasers attack at pilot skill 10. 

The Imperials must spend 1 energy to attack with 
a surface turbolaser, and 3 energy to activate the 
trench turbolaser array.

5. End phase.
6. Reduce the countdown by 1. If this would reduce 

the countdown below 1, the Rebels run out of 
time and the Imperials win the scenario. (If this 
is the first round of play, set the countdown at 6 
instead.)

7. The Imperials have the option to spend energy to 
place reinforcements (1 energy per reinforcement, 
up to 4 reinforcements at a time) and to remove 
ion tokens from ionized structures (1 energy per 
ion token removed).

8. Discard all energy tokens.

STATS SUMMARY
All Turbolasers: Pilot Skill 10, Attack 4, Hull 10. 

Defender doubles agility. Turbolaser may change 1 
f result to a d result.

Surface Turbolasers: Spend 1 energy to fire. Range 
2-3, subject to range combat bonuses.

Trench Turbolasers: Spend 3 energy to activate array. 
Attack each ship in a trench turbolaser’s printed 
firing arc once, not subject to range combat 
bonuses.

Power Nodes: Hull 6. Each node generates 2 energy 
for the Imperials at the start of each round.

Exhaust Port: Defends with 4 defense dice, may 
be attacked by Proton Torpedoes only, any 
uncanceled hit destroys the Death Star.

ENERGY SUMMARY
Before each Activation phase: +2 energy for every 

functional power node
Attack with a surface turbolaser: -1 energy
Activate the trench turbolaser array: -3 energy
Remove 1 ion token from a structure: -1 energy
Place up to 4 reinforcement ships: -1 energy
At the end of each round: Discard all unspent energy

IONIZED STRUCTURES
Turbolasers and power nodes may be dealt ion tokens like ships, but suffer different effects than ionized 
ships do. While a turbolaser or power node is ionized, it is deactivated.
 Deactivated turbolasers cannot attack, and deactivated power nodes do not generate energy tokens.
 A structure’s ion tokens remain in place until the Imperials spend energy to remove them. At the end 
of the turn, the Imperials may remove any number of ion tokens from turbolasers and power nodes, 
spending 1 energy to remove each ion token.



MISSION MAP
The trench piece is set parallel 
to the long edges of the play 
area, exactly Range 1 from 
the Rebel starting edge. The 
Rebel start zone is within Range 
1 from the Rebel player’s 
edge, and the Imperial start 
zone is within Range 3 from 
the Imperial player’s edge. 
Other important features are 
indicated. 
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